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Abstract
To become higher competitive a university needs to develop a viable students’ absorption strategy on the labor market. A key to the successful development of such a strategy rests to synchronize
jobs descriptions with profiles and behavior of IT students. In order to generate this synchronization, it is essential to identify a way to improve university curricula, learning and teaching process
based on the students’ profile and on the labor market needs. In this manner, universities could
offer IT companies information about their IT students’ profile and behavior. Our paper proposes
a data mining and social network analysis to examine IT students’ skills and behavior in order to
generate their actual profile. The results contribute to the development of knowledge concerning
the IT graduates’ profile and based on this, a solution that might match the university curricula
with the labor market requirements. Finally, the results attempt to provide IT companies with
information with the aim of better understanding the IT students’ profile and to create a realistic
description of the job in the recruitment software on the digital market.
Keywords: data mining, social network analysis, personas, IT graduates’ skills, job profile.
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Introduction

Contemporary higher education has known an unprecedented level of development at a European
and worldwide level, under the influence of social and economic changes [37, 48]. It is in this context,
terms such as big data, data mining, visual analytics data mining, design thinking, partner recognition,
education 3.0, e-learning 3.0 appear and were introduced in the university’s curricula [7]. All these
concepts have a significant impact on the academic environment, while the business environment
modifies its dimension and increases the accuracy of the results obtained based on the decision analysis
of teaching & learning. Some researchers [43] state that e-learning shifts the focus from how to
introduce technology in teaching to analytical learning, perceiving it as an essential tendency for the
learning and teaching process based on technology [37].
The explosion of digital technologies has changed how talent is recruited. For the young generation
Z (born after 1994), which now forms a significant part of the workforce, a new manner of recruiting
talented employees is needed [48]. As compared to past generations of students, the new generation
is much more oriented and set on obtaining the information that the youngsters consider essential
for their development [59]. The educator, teacher or professor now has the rather difficult task of
demonstrating and justifying the necessity and usefulness of all the information taught [7]. With this
kind of direct learning demand and need, the providers of education (universities, colleges and even the
providers of professional formation courses) ought to provide courses and a curriculum that is not only
flexible and accessible anytime and anywhere, but most important of all, courses that are relevant and
applicable to the demands of the labor market [48]. Otherwise, they would not be able to remain in
demand, given the competitive environment of this field. Up until now the labor market has required
a CV, representing a form of a genuine professional card, but from now on everything will have to
do with the aptitudes and skills of the individuals as well as how they can present these abilities on
various social platforms. Furthermore, they need to be able to prove their assumed abilities from the
very moment when they step into a company [37].
In addition to professional and transversal competencies offered by the universities to their graduates, companies search for specific socio-psychological identities that create in a synergic manner the
"ideal profile" of the IT student graduate in accordance with the companies’ vision and organizational
culture. Based on this "ideal profile" that combines mentality, hard and soft skills, psychometric information, personality dimension, companies create the "hunted" profiles for specific IT data mining
on recruitment platforms. The knowledge of this profile can contribute to enhance the connection
between the market needs with the universities "deliveries" of IT students "products" and eliminate
the existing discrepancies between the demand and offer that characterize the contemporary labor
market [4].
In this context, the paper’s objective is to analyze whether the profile of the IT graduates based on
the university curricula corresponds to the market’s requirements, using a mix of empirical research
methods in an innovative manner. The paper results contribute to the matching process between
technical and transversal competencies and labor market needs, bringing insights specific to one of
the most dynamic workforce domains, in particular, the IT domain. Moreover, the paper contributes
to knowledge development in two applicative directions. First of all, the profiles identified will help
universities improve curricula and teaching/learning processes based on the labor market needs. Secondly, by presenting information to IT companies, they will be able to understand the profile of the
IT students and to create a realistic job description in the recruiter software on the digital market.
The novelty of this paper results also in the combination of data mining and social network analysis
methods that facilitate the attempt to carry out a sophisticated analysis of the problem.
Our study is organized as follows: section 2 presents the debates from the research literature
concerning the job matching system, cooperative education and the psycho-social profile of the IT
employees. Section 3 delivers the theoretical framework based on the psychological and social profiles,
followed by the methodology from section 4. The fifth section describes our research results, in the
sixth section we present the final discussions and the last section comprises main conclusions, limits
and further possible developments of this study.
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Nowadays directions of research
Job Matching System and Cooperative Education

The bidirectional relation between education and the business environment is recognized by the
literature via the concept of Cooperative Education . The main factors involved in Cooperative
Education are the teachers, students and the business environment [36, 38]. The development of a
course in the university field, according to Cooperative Education theory, has the main advantage of
optimizing the recruitment process in the IT domain. One of the arguments brought in favor of this
statement is that the recruiters will get to know information about the personality, level of academic
preparation and skills of the students who are involved in the sphere of business information systems
education [4]. Therefore, this would allow them to present job demands anchored in the reality of the
labor market. The academic environment would benefit from the fact that it would be able to adapt
its curriculum, programs and basic courses according to the direct feedback provided by the business
environment.
Many researchers [32, 33, 34, 43] consider that Cooperative Education facilitates the cooperation
between business and academic environments for courses creation as a context for the preparation
of the student following the demands of the employer. At the same time, the employer learns how
to define the available jobs that would be attractive for potential employees on the online platforms,
while the educators could adapt their curricula to the demands of the labor market [4]. The courses
developed on the philosophy of cooperation in education place emphasis on studying the psychological
and social profiles of the students to generate descriptions of jobs so that these would be correctly
and accurately understood by all those involved. Furthermore, according to cognitive philosophy,
the psychological and social profiles which one analyses include the students’ learning in connection
to the mental models and possible wrong mental representations, intending to identify the typical
mistakes made by the student in the process of learning, so as to avoid them [43]. As a consequence,
the learning process depends on how the students represent and process knowledge and information,
while treating the students as creators and masters of their learning process, of their own content
of information, abilities and newly gathered knowledge. The course model thus created, will allow
students to correctly and efficiently assimilate a programming language.
Following the constructivist theory, our paper intents to gather information related to the profile
of the IT student, the future employee in the IT domain. Technology in the educational domain
has changed what we provide, how we can evaluate and how we can connect the attendants to the
instructors and the content. Furthermore, education 3.0 enables mass personalized education through
mixed learning. More precisely, one talks about bringing together, of course, attendants from different
domains and with different abilities that work together [41]. Moreover, education 3.0 incorporates
e-Learning 3.0 and characterizes it as being both "collaborative" and "intelligent" [59]. Collaboration
in education 3.0 appears as social learning and places the focus on social aspects of importance, such as
participation, collaboration, building together with an improvement, all of which become vital in the
learning and teaching process [4]. A possible solution for building a better learning space that offers
through discovery not through memorization the skills of the 21st century include: ways/learning
spaces that allow students to acquire creative thinking, flexible problem solving, collaboration and
innovative skills needed to be successful at work and in life [5, 26, 63].
Moreover, universities’ curricula influence the profile of graduate students which is the future
worker profile [40, 72]. Our paper sustains the idea that the psychosocial profiles of graduates are
based on the learning space the teachers created following the university curriculum and in line with
the 21st century education theories.

2.2

Psycho-social profile of the IT employees

Personality refers to individual differences among people in behavior, cognition and emotion patterns [53].
Starting from the set of central features characterizing the individual, that define the basic personality: agreeableness, likability, being conscientious, extroverted, intellectual, but also exhibiting
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neuroticism [25], the evolution of the psycho-social profiles of the IT employees are debated below.
There is a significant amount of research interest related to the creation of the psycho-social profiles of
IT employees, starting in the 80s that has increased constantly. Many attempts and experiments have
the purpose of determining/ identifying techniques that would match the persons to the appropriate
workplace. Some authors [44, 50, 55, 68] consider personality as being more important than intelligence in the case of the IT employee. This stereotype of the programmer wards off youngsters from the
programmer profession in the USA [51]. Based on the job announcements published in the New York
Times and USA Today, a study [51] identified that 20-40% of the programmers have a personality
characterized by introversion, detection, thinking, judgment, while the others are described in terms
of extroverted, sociable and agreeable personalities.
Moreover, both [62] following [51] researches, consider programmers are social autisms that cannot
"think outside the box", statements that lead us to the assumption that programmers may have distinct
personalities from other professionals. Other studies reveal that in programming, personality is more
important than intelligence, and many programmers fail mostly because of their personality flaws,
rather than from the lack of intelligence [68]. Furthermore, the programmer’s work is situated at the
crossroads between the act of creation and technique, and that employs adequate education, so the
programmer’s personality can be changed [51, 56]. Also, several studies have examined the role of
personality in IT related courses [45] using Meyers-Briggs or similar measures of cognitive style to
determine personality and its relationship to course performance or potential educational strategies
[9, 70].
The research was carried out by observing students in a learning environment that comprised
physical and virtual spaces. The virtual and physical space in a course had the aim of obtaining
and gathering information about in what way students use, interact with and manage course content.
The virtual environment allowed us to measure the real degree of involvement of each individual in
a course, based on which one can identify the profiles and personalities of future IT employees. The
course outline to create this experiment is intended to represent the prototype of a course created on
the concepts of Cooperative Education [6, 16]. The experiment ends with the analysis of the choices
of job announcements by each student. The announcements were collected from a dedicated IT job
announcements platform. The purpose of this action is to verify the link between the students’ personality features and the choice of a specific job announcement. The results of this approach are useful for
both academic and business areas in the subsequent manner. The result of our research will generate
an actual stereotype of the IT graduate students that would allow IT firms to have a clearer vision over
the students’ profile and most important to create more suitable job announcements. Furthermore,
this work provides useful information to academic environment educators for more customized courses
contents and styles of delivering, with regard to the students’ profile and labor market’s demands.

3

Theoretical framework

The psychological and social profile does not represent a method of investigation per se, but a way
to represent the visible results of measures by using various pieces of evidence applied to a subject
or a sample-group of subjects [18, 36, 54]. These profiles highlight the performances obtained by the
individual in a set of tasks. The psycho-social profile offers the global but in the same time detailed
image of the level of development characteristics for various psychological and social functions of the
individual.
The individual’s personality portrait has applications in many domains. For example, the personality model IPIP (International Personality Item Pool) was used to measure the degree of gratefulness
and spiritual wellbeing [66], in examining the effects of the personality features on the processes and
results of teamwork [21], in examining the manner of using medicine issued on prescription [62] and in
exploring how the investor’s disposition can affect and influence the concentration of the investment
portfolio [15]. Close related to our objective, the managers are aware of the necessity to evaluate the
personalities of their employees in a task distribution process as well as evaluating the performances
at the workplace, being convinced by its efficiency [47].
The studies dedicated to personality identification use five principal dimensions of the personal-
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ity, called Big Five Personality or OCEAN: openness to experiences, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism [61] (see Table 1).
Table 1: Personalities types, characteristics and indications
Personalities Characteristics
Indicates how the
person is
Openness (In- People who like to learn new Open-minded
and
tellect)
things and enjoy new experi- authority-challenging
ences usually score high in openness. Openness includes traits
like being insightful and imaginative and having a wide variety of
interests
ConscientiousnessPeople are reliable and prompt. Self-disciplined and orTraits include being organized, ganized
methodic, and thorough
Extraversion
Extraverts get their energy from Out-going and social
interacting with others, while introverts get their energy from
within themselves. Extraversion
includes the traits of energetic,
talkative, and assertive
Agreeableness
These individuals are friendly, Warm, friendly and
cooperative, and compassionate. tactful
People with low agreeableness
may be more distant.
Traits
include being kind, affectionate,
and sympathetic.
Neuroticism
This dimension relates to one’s Ability to remain stable
(Emotional
emotional stability and degree of and balanced
Stability)
negative emotions. People that
score high on neuroticism often
experience emotional instability
and negative emotions. Traits include being moody and tense
Programmers’ attitude is strictly connected to openness because they need to poses the ability
to conceive of unconventional methods in order to obtain new solutions to a problem [52]. As a
consequence, their top characteristics should be imagination, creativity, and intellectual curiosity [15],
but at the same time, they are somehow incompetent from the social point of view. Also, programmers’
attitude is associated with being introverted, with lack of concord and neuroticism. Therefore, in our
view, cognitive competences could model and refine the programmer’s personality [47]. Built-up on this
framework, our paper illustrates an up to date profile for the IT graduate student. In our experiment,
the student was observed for 14 weeks in a web programming course. The teaching environment is
a complex one, conceived and developed so that it allows the development of cognitive and digital
competences. The evaluation of the student involved a practical test followed by a project, then
written evaluation over the 14 weeks, focusing on how they interacted in teams and in which way
they solved their tasks. At the end of the course, we created a questionnaire with 33 items following
Cattell’s instrument 16 PF (The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF) [12]. The 16PF is
one of the oldest, most researched, and most influential measures of normal personality [3, 11] using
the Big-Five personality factors: Extraversion (E), Agreeability (A), Conscientiousness (C), Emotional
Stability (ES) and Intellect (I). The answers to the 33 questions were presented on a scale of 5 Likert
points, from (1) standing for "I do not agree" to (5) "I agree". The personality features are considered
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by [12], as basic tendencies that refer to the individual’s potential, while the attitudes, roles and
relationships to the adapting objectives reflect the interaction between the elementary tendencies and
the environment. Based on this instrument, the research intends to identify the features/facets of the
personality that can represent predictors of the natural absorption of students in the IT domain and
work environment.
Finally, we achieve the prototype of a profile that needs to be validated in time. The identified
profile is useful for the academic environment and the labor market. In academia, the contribution of
the prototype will allow a smooth adaptation of the curriculum and the teaching/learning activity to
the demands of the labor market. For the latter, it will provide the IT companies with information
that would enable them to understand the profile of IT students and will create a realistic description
of the job advertised in the digital labor market, in order to facilitate the superposition of the offer
and the request on the supposed market.

4

Material and research methods

In order to achieve this objective concerning the IT graduate student profile as a future employee
in the 21st century, our paper follows an exploratory empirical research using the survey method and
a questionnaire based on Cattell’s personality test to collect the data. The analysis and appreciation
of each personas item materialized itself in a grade with values ranging from 1 to 5.
We utilized several software packages with the purpose of testing the research hypothesis: SPSS
12, Statistica 7.0 and NodeXL. The statistical process performed is described in the next steps:
1. We applied statistical data analysis to illustrate the study participants’ characteristics.
2. We tested whether the items that form the personality measurement instrument have a single
dimension, a single latent factor. This basic rule is known as unidimensionality [20] and is linked to
the second assumption, namely the local Independence of items [20]. The unidimensional does not
refer strictly to the presence of single dimension, but to the existence of a dominant dimension (ability
or coverage in the latent factor [20] that would influence the performance in the test [39]. In the
case of a test that measures presence we cannot have the pretention that the items could measure
pure presence. The performance of a subject in connection to a test item is foreseen and explained
by the existence of a latent factor, the relationship between this performance and the latent factors
that represent its basis is described by a monotonous and increasing function called the item response
function or the particular curb of the item [39]. Such a reliability-validity analysis will estimate the
viability of the instrument by measuring the internal consistency of the elements, to the extent that
they correlate well. The viability of our instrument was calculated according to the theory developed
by Spearmen [58]. Going further, a scale or a test presents a better fidelity when the fidelity coefficient
is more significant than 0.70 [20]. At this stage, we decided whether the instrument employed has an
average degree of trust or consistency [20], so that its result would be the same throughout time and
so that it can be used for scenarios that are similar to the ones analyzed in this article.
3. The analysis of principal components (PCA) with the purpose to highlight pre-existent structures in a multitude of multivariable data [19]. These structures are generally expressed through the
variation and co-variation of variables and of similarities, respectively differences among objects. In
this first stage, we identify the values and own vectors of a square matrix obtained by multiplying
the data matrix (objects) with its transposed function, which is a relatively standard procedure in
the framework of matrix calculus. The role of the principal component analysis was to build decision
models based on the answers to the questions from the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire.
These answers would help us formulate a pattern that would contain the restraining factors, which
explains the variation of the studied variables. The variables with the non-representative correlations
(<0.3 of the correlation matrix) were eliminated [19]. The next step of the analysis eliminates the
variables based on the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measurements (the values of the co-variation indicators
from the main diagonal of the anti-imagines matrix >0.5) [20].
4. In order to analyze the existence possibility of hidden aspects that have not been noticed or
foreseen, aspects that could generate different and inexplicable results in the context of the problem,
we utilize Social Network Analysis. We considered appropriate to create an analysis that enters the
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sphere of Social Network Analysis, based on which we intend to determine the attributes present in
job advertisements by the choices made by students following their personality features. Centrality is
considered the most often used conceptual tool for exploring the actors’ (locations) roles within social
networks. Central locations have to be more active in the sense that they have the highest number of
connections with other actors-locations in the network [67].
In this research, we adopted [24] theory of nodes in a network, according to which group centrality
shows the centrality degree of a group meaning the number of actors outside the group that are connected to the member of that group. Different ties to the same actors by different group members are
only counted once. Closeness centrality measures the closeness of a node to the other. Consequently,
closeness centrality can be used to determine the degree of influence a node has in the network. Group
closeness centrality refers to the normalized inverse sum of distances from the group to all nodes outside the group. Group betweenness centrality reveals the "proportion of geodesics connecting pairs of
non-group members that pass through the group" [24]. These three centrality indicators allowed us
to measure the role of attribute played in job description in a network for personality attributes. The
results of our research are in line with results from other studies [13].

5

Study findings

5.1

Sample description

The group of respondents is composed of 106 students, a representative number taking into consideration the next two arguments based on the research literature. The group is higher than 100,
represents a homogeneous population and according to the literature is considered to be a representative number [17, 28, 64, 65]. Moreover, certain statisticians [2] agree that if the population of interest
was homogenous, then the sample might be smaller than 100.
All students are enrolled at Babes-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, in the web-programming
course. Group demographic characteristics concerning gender and age are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Demographic variables
Female
60.4 %
Gender
Male
39.6 %
18-25
82.1 %
Age
25-30
12.3 %
over 30
5.7 %
The data was collected for the period of a 14 weeks course. During the course, the students took
part in two types of face-to-face meetings: lectures (dedicated to theoretical teaching conception) and
practical (laboratory sessions). Additionally, an e-learning platform (Moodle) was used for teaching/learning activities owing to the advantages it offered. We mention just two of them: quick access
for students to the training materials and professors’ constant support. The records from the Moodle
platforms allowed us to determine the degree of involvement presented by the students in solving tasks
involving the study of course materials and bibliography uploaded at the beginning of each week. All
through the semester, students were evaluated during face-to-face meetings in the classroom as well
as on the e-learning platform’s virtual environment. The descriptive analysis allowed us to create a
profile of the participants, presenting the following characteristics:
1. 82.1% come from urban environments and the rest of 17.9% from rural areas.
2. After at least three years of using the Moodle platform in IT learning processes, 88.7% state
that they enjoy it and that it helps them learn, while 11.3% expressed total disagreement.
3. The grades they obtained during these 3 years of university studies are as follows: 3.8% obtained
10, 4.9% between 9-10; 31.6% got grades in the interval of 8-9; 8.8% got grades from 7-8; 20.9 %
obtained grades from 6-7; 28.1% from 5-6; 1.9% got grades below 5. (Romania uses a 10-point
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scale grading system: 1 being the lowest, 10 being the top grade, and 5 the minimum passing
grade).
4. 65.1% from the study participants enjoy teamwork, and 34.9% prefer to work alone.
5. 39.6% from the participants enjoy dealing with assessments in good time, while 60.4% work
against a time limit or cram for exams.
6. The preferred manner of examination is the practical exam for 34.9%, while 30.2% prefer oral
project presentation and 34.9% written examines (multiple choice questions, open questions).
7. Concerning the learning style of the participants, 23.6% learn mostly visually; 0.9% mostly
auditory; 22.7% predominantly by writing and reading; 51.9% rely on learning through demonstrations, simulations, case studies, practical tasks; the rest of 0.9% are mixed.

5.2

Instrument for the profile of the IT students

The next step of the study was to create an analysis of the reliability-validity type of the technique
we propose in order to obtain an instrument that measures the profile of the IT students. The results
of the analysis are:
• The test is sensitive to the measured characteristics: alpha Cronbach =0.767; Mean=110.77;
Std.Dv.=9.261. The alpha value is significant and suggests that the instrument is adequate to
the purpose for which it was built so one can state with precision and accuracy that the test is
unidimensional so there is an agreement between the students’ assessments.
• The students manifested high levels of agreement in appreciating the items that compose the
measurement of their personality and course attendance (average Inter-Item Correlation: 0.764).
• The study continued with ANOVA to test if the responses were unilateral (without differences
between students and the effect of interaction with the instrumental). The results of the test
F=1364.385; p-value=0.000 confirm that there are differences between the answers provided by
students according to their personality and transversal competences.

5.3

IT students’ personality types

The analysis continued by applying the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which allowed us
to test whether our instrument contained latent factors or not. More exactly, we wanted to see if
there were central items of the instrument and secondary ones, or whether they formed an entity that
measured the same dimension. The PCA purpose is to obtain a small number of linear combinations
(main components) from a set of variables that would retain as much information as possible from
the initial variables. The Principal Component Analysis method provides a series of results such
as descriptive statistics, correlation matrix, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett tests, communality,
and the total explained variance, the Screen Plot image, the matrix of components and the matrix
of components after the rotation. By applying these methods, we could identify the existence of a
smaller number of variables from the mass of studied variables that express most of the total variance.
To be more precise, we wanted to verify if the analyzed instrument could identify the 16 latent factors
in Cattell’s manner.
PCA with equamax rotation allowed us to verify the validity of constructing the scale utilized in
measuring the behavior/ profile of the IT student. During the process, we tried to eliminate items
that presented less than 0.3 correlations, but there were no such items. The results of the KaiserMeyer-Olkin test showed how adequate the sampling process was 0.736>=0.50 [30, 69]. This proved
that the sample used was sufficient for the study and as a result, the variability of data was caused by
the instrument created in Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity assumption that all correlation coefficients are
not quite far from zero. The result of Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, (chi-Square=1287.792; p=0.000)
meant our variables were related and therefore suitable for structure detection, so the analysis of the
factors was useful in the prevailing of data and the subscales of the scale were inter-independent. The
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patterned relationship among the variables is seen from the correlation matrix. According to Kaiser’s
criteria (from commonalities the values need to be bigger than 0.4), the latent root is formed of items
taken from the study. Therefore, there is a limited set of items that determine the validity of the tool,
stating that there is a determined set of items which determines the validity of the instrument in a
proportion of 79.641% according to which there are items that moderately correlate in the study.
The orthogonal factorial model obtained by the equamax method is formed by 9 factors, not 16
as in Cartel’s case. The result obtained after the omission of the saturations that are smaller than 0.4
[19] are presented in Table 3.
To summarize, the basis of the analysis of the main components allowed us to identify nine typologies of the IT students’ personality according to Cattell’s theory which was also validated in our
study. The general profile of the IT students based on the analyzed sample can be described in the
next pharagraphs.

Types
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
I

Table 3: Personality types
Description
start projects and conversations easily (0.690);
comfortable around people (0.668); interested in
people (0.665); talk to many people in a party
context (0.664); do not mind being at the center of the party, the life and soul of the party
(0.630); animate a party (0.547); have excellent
ideas (0.550); are full of ideas (0.544) make people feel at ease (0.523); complete their tasks at
once (0.456); share the others’ emotions with empathy(0.401); make jokes all the time(-0.568).
orderly (0.667); are considered extroverted persons (0.525); create a schedule for themselves
(0.463); want everything to be accurate and correct (0.340)
difficulty in understanding abstract ideas (0.698);
they are not imaginative persons (0.684); solve
their tasks at once (-0.400); introverted (0.525)
make jokes all the time (-0.568); impress people
around them (0.520); like reading books (0.492);
make sure they have time for the others (0.440);
empathic (0.439)
like to listen to music (0.456); excellent ideas
(0.417); paying close attention to the details (0.479)
without sense of humour, the last to laugh
(0.550); don’t have a lot of imagination (0.417);
demanding in their work (0.411)
think that people have good intentions (0.600);
empathic towards other people’s emotions
(0.401); deficient in imagination (0.417).
use complicated words (0.508); understanding
things fast (0.483)
always ready and well-prepared (0.432); pay
much attention to details (0.472); ready for
action (0.462); make people feel comfortable
(0.482); do not mind being in the center of attention (-0.414)
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IT students declare themselves to be extroverted (in the positive sense), stating that they are
communicative, spontaneous, disinherited, talkative, sincere, humorous, and optimistic; in the negative
sense: distant, quiet, reserved, shy, and inhibited.
Concerning the positive side of agreeableness, the IT students are open to cooperation, politeness, empathy, tolerance, flexibility. The main features of the Conscientiousness positive dimension
are referring to organization, efficiency, trustworthiness, precision, perseverance, punctuality, logical
thinking whereas the negative side refers at inconsistency, lack of attention, emotional instability or
neuroticism. The positive dimension of Agreeability is a dimension characterized by calmness, independence. The Intellect or Level of Culture is characterized in the positive dimension by an intellectual
mindset, profoundness, intuition, intelligence, creativity and curiosity, while the negative dimension
is related to superficiality, lack of imagination, and the incapacity to understand abstract ideas.
According to the result of the study and [38, 46], we can observe that IT typology excludes
the negative sides of the dimensions of being extroverted, to emotional stability or neuroticism and
agreeability. However, they also have the power to admit that part of them is not empathetic, without
humor, not sociable; do not understand jokes or abstract ideas.

5.4

About type of personality and job-opportunity

The experiment continued with the stage where the students were asked to extract the job announcements that appealed to them from an e-jobs platform. The purpose of this experiment was
to verify whether the personality influenced the differentiated choice of jobs. To identify essential
attributes that determine the choice of job-opportunity announcements characterizing the individual,
we proceeded to determine the values of the knots in the graph, in order to create a classification for
them. More precisely, we concentrated on the term of "importance" with the intention of determining the role played by the students’ personality and the level of appreciation of attributes of the job
description, to see how many these factors influenced the accumulation of information and knowledge
related to the choices generated on the grounds of personality traits characterizing each participant.
In order to carry out this stage, we used the classical topological measuring methods, more specifically
we calculated the degree of centrality [8, 31], the closeness centrality [29] the betweenness centrality
and the eigenvector centrality [8]. The theoretical background for the indicators is presented in detail
in [10, 27, 29]. Based on these indicators, data was processed to obtain a topological network of
importance. The findings indicate that the studied attributes of job description act as ties between
personality descriptor and attributes of a job describing which influence the students in their choosing
process.
Finally, according to the centrality measuring factor, we explored the place of each attribute that
influenced the choice of the job announcement. As a result, we obtained three clusters:
1. One cluster comprises job announcements that have attributes related to the firm’s culture, to
the team organization, team building and necessary skills for the job.
2. The second cluster comprises the job announcements created from the majority of attributes
related to technical skills, soft skills.
3. The third cluster comprises job advertisements mostly created from attributes related to technical skills and the second related to the culture and policy of the company; the free time.

6

Discussions

The personality characteristics defining the IT employee, as described in [51, 55] are much improved with the attributes that characterize people who are well-adapted to the social and cultural
environment. The justification that we found is that the IT specialist is a person that earns a lot,
having been raised in a society that is based on computer science [14]. At the same time, in an era
relying on communication there is a high percentage of introverted students, that is to say, reserved
persons with low levels of sociability, who tend to focus on their inner self rather than on the outside
social environment. This is beneficial to the IT labor market for the reason that introverted persons
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require fewer stimulants in order to reach an adequate level of excitement, a fact evidenced by the
results of social network analysis (introverted persons choose job advertisements which place more
emphasis on technical skills). As a consequence, they could be more suitable for software development
tasks that require more complex and advanced analysis of the concepts and projection or development
algorithms. Furthermore, the results of the study identify a considerable percentage of extroverted
students. These persons could manifest levels of under-excitement during programming tasks [14].
This is a result of their stronger need for social interactions, which shows that they would be more
suitable in positions that accompany programming with social interaction, a fact demonstrated by the
result of social network analysis (extroverted persons choose job advertisements that are more concerned with the organization’s culture, with team building and less with technical skills). Extroverted
persons described by attitudes of conscientiousness and openness correspond to the new characteristics of education 3.0 as participation, co-creation, becoming, assuming the part of 21st century skills
[38, 59]. On the contrary, the introverted ones will have adaptability issues regarding these ideas and
principles.

7

Conclusion

Education is and will remain a constant preoccupation for all the parts involved in a society’s
development. Educational theories have evolved, one might say, together with the evolution of digital
technologies.
This article examined teachers’ perspectives on recent graduates’ skills and employment readiness
to identify the mismatch between their skills in university programs and the skills needed in the job
market. Our work is in line with the research trend on increasing the quality of higher education,
improving the quality of teaching and, therefore, the quality of graduates with a specific focus on
the IT area and the personality of future graduates. Personality research offers great potential for
providing educators and researchers with more information on the students’ style of learning, based
on their personality profile [46].
Furthermore, recruitment methods in the labor market are closely connected to digital technologies.
Nowadays we are dealing with real recruitment social platforms in which intelligent digital techniques
manage to place and analyze large amounts of data in order to assist those who recruit and also those
who look for a job. The study proved that many of the participating students are characterized by
high levels of personality traits such as Extroversion, Agreeability, Conscientiousness and Openness
and also experience low levels of Neuroticism. The results obtained contribute to the development
of knowledge in two appropriate directions. Firstly, identified profiles will be of assistance for the
universities to improve their curricula and the learning and teaching processes based on the students’
needs. Secondly, it is useful in this attempt to provide IT companies with information in order to better
understand the IT students’ profile and to create a realistic description of the job in the recruitment
software on the digital market.
The importance of knowing about the personality features of the IT specialists allow both employers and educators to form teams, to create various types of projects and to build learning environments
suitable for every type of employee. They can also avoid the failure of a project caused by inappropriate assignment of the human resource, and this might also help to avoid conflicts and improve the
collaboration among employees or students by the correct identification of the personalities working
well with each other. Our research is also useful in identifying the techniques that are appropriate
to explore the students’ profile and proposes data mining techniques and social network analysis to
examine IT students’ skills and behavior so as to generate the actual IT students’ profile.
The limitations of our study are due to the fact that our involvement model was determined by
analyzing a set of participants from a specific socio-economic, cultural context.
The current study offers the potential for several follow-up studies. For example, we intent to
compare the profile identified in this study with profiles of the students from other universities (such
as MIT, EU universities etc.) to analyze whether these characteristics are nowadays common for
all students. Further research may well expand the study of identifying personality typologies of IT
students, by creating a prototype of the Motivational Map for them, based on the types and degree
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of motivations. The purpose of this prototype is to check whether the IT profile is directly influenced
by the student’s types of motivation.
Furthermore we plan to adapt our results by including a new dimension for the study: modeling
emotion with Markov chains developed from [57] in order to attain a visual analysis of IT students’ profile. We also intend to modernize the programming teaching techniques by implementing pedagogical
agents named HAPA based on the teaching scenario adapted from [42].
This development might help companies accurately describe their vacancies and job opportunities
in IT, selecting the right person for that position and identifying the techniques of communication and
motivation that are adequate to each typology, so that they obtain and maintain a high percentage of
employees who remain loyal to their working environment. Therefore, in our future research, the goal
is to continue this analysis with the determination of the groups of personas’ behaviors by applying the
k-means clustering algorithm developed by MacQueen [23] and by perfecting it based on the method
of the dynamic clouds [22]. Another option of extending the research targets is to analyze if and how
the determination of personality traits influences the manner of choosing and interpreting job ads from
employment platforms.
In conclusion, there are many actors interested in the results of this research area. Knowing the
student profile might contribute to a better understanding from the academic part, and allow them
to adjust their curricula, learning/teaching methods, tools and interactions to students’ characteristics. The primary benefit for universities which are aware of the students’ profile is to enhance their
competitiveness in the educational market, also measured by their graduates’ absorption on the labor
market. The research results propose a solution that might synchronize the university curricula to
the market’s requirements. The results attempt to provide companies with information in order to
understand better graduate students’ profile and to create a realistic description of the jobs that will
match this profile.
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